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ABSTRACT 

Project 2.78 was an outgrowth of Project 2.7, the genesis of which is described in the 
Project 2.7 report, Reference 1. During the 2.7 surveys, samples of marin13 organisms 
of the deep sea were collected by Scripps Institution of Oceanography (SIO) and were later 
analyzed by SIO and the U. S. Naval Rtiological Defense Laboratory (NRDL). 

It was the objective of Castle 2.7a to ascertain and to report on the general relation- 
ship pertinent to the uptake of fission products by the marine organisma coUected during 
the 2.7 survey in order to form a background for more extensive tests on Operation 
Wigwam. Gross beta activities, beta absorption curves and gamma spectra were analyzed, 
after identification of the organisms. A radiochemical analysis wss performed by NRDL. 

It was found: (1) that marine organisms concentrate activity from fallout fission pro- 
ducts in the water by factors of the order of 1,000. (2) that the partition of fallout fission 
products in the ocean is profoundly influenced by biological processes and that a purely 
physical model ia inadequate to predict distribution, (3) that the fcedipg mechanism of 
the organism does not clearly determine the amount of activity assimilated, (4) that ihere 
is evidcncc of fractionation of isotopes by different Orgsntsms, and (5) that u-liere is Eoine 
evidence that ficcly dispersed activity is retained more or less proportLon.aily with tie 
dry weight of the organism. 
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PREFACE 

Much time has passed since the Castle Operation when the effects of fallout upon tho open 
sea were first studied by oceanographic methods. Moro recent field teats lzvo contributed 
far more data concerning the radioactive conkmkx&on of marine organisms k could be 
collected during the hastily outfitted cruise oi the II. S. S. SIOUX following Castle, Shot. 5. 
Nevertheless the two small samples of pkmkton that wore collected by the SIOUX were 
sufficiently impressive to influence the thinking of people making preparations for late;? 
operations, and, in particular, the U&king of people involved in the problem of oceanic 
disposa! of atomic wastes. 

Today these specimens themselves do not appear 30 opectfuxdar, nor havo some of 
the hypotheses that guided their analyses been completely substantiated. 

It is now common knowledge that marine organisms are notorious concentrators of 
radioactive debris from nuclear detonation; and biologists, radiochemists and oceanogrwhers 
have acquired enough interest and experience to carry oui we I-organized and ln+xgrated 
research on the problems. For these reascns the orlginal interim report has been re- 
written and some of the conclusions have been left out. Critical original experimental. 
data from field expeditions retains its value almost indefinitely, however, and *this paper 
reports the first direct in situ evidence of the profound Influence of deep sea organisms 
on ‘he partition of radioactive debris from atomic weapons, and directly demonstrates the 
inadequacy of a model that accommodates only the physical PIXM~BSOB of mixing, a&eat&m, 

eic. This fact justifies a final report. 
The authors wish to point out that proper credit has not yet been directed to certAn 

peop!c who were largely responsible for the xig-inal conception of the expedition and 
outfitting of it so that it could be suoccsaful. It was Professor John I). Iaaacs who, in 
faot, proposed that p!ankton s:unplee bo taken and who located and acquired the spa&l 
net that wan needed, as well a~ the other ocoanogr:phlc gear, and it was to a great degree 
*he scientific and administrative experience of Professor Isaacs and of Ur. Edward Martell 
that pulled the project together as in oporatiomd unit. 

It is almost impossibie to be sure that proper credit is gives tc, everyone who con- 
tributed to this special aspect of the Castle projeot. Tine radioanalyses of Tab!,0 2 were 
done at NRDL by Doctors R. W. Rinehart, J.A. Seiler, W.M. Shipman, and othars and 

the data transmitted. to SIO by Dr. L. IS. Werner with valuable comments. 
Dr. Edward D. Goldberg was responsib!e for the beta and gamma measurements 

shown on Table 1 and Figures 1, 2, and 3; the beta analyses were car&d out at 910 but 
the gamma spectra were measured at NRDL. 

Dr. hiartell reviewed the preliminary report and demonstrated that these early, scarily, 
experimental findings could hardly justify the conclusions, expressed. The authors con- 
curred and the report has been revised extensively. 
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BACKGROUND AND OBJEKTIVES 

Immediately following Shot 5 of Operatiou Castle in 1954 the Fleet Tug U.S.S. SIGUX 
manned by scientific personnel from NRDL cind the Scripps Institution of Oceanography 
made a four-day long cruise through the oceanic area adjacent to Bikini. The extensive 
measurements of the pattern of gamma activity in the sea water were made and are tha 
subject of a comprehensive report, Reference 1; and during the cruise, at two different 
stations, a net Fcas lowered and a sample of the zooplankt~n population was taken. These 
zoopla&ton samples exhibited an intense concentration of gamma activity over that of the 
surrounding water. This was immediately apparent from the effect that their presence in 
the specimen. jars had upon a portable gamma indicator, in spite of relatively high back- 
ground aboarl the ship. 

The two bottles of pl.ankton were immediately sent to NRDL and SIO for classification 
and analysis by biologists and radicchemists. The outcome is the subject of this report. 

PRlXXIXURE 

The samples were collected with a standard silk zooplankton net, having a diameter 
of one meter, using the technique customary in biological ocemography. The net was 
lowered into the water at 50 meters per minute until 200 meters of wire had run out. The 
wire was then hauled in at 20 meters per minute. This technique collects the organisms 
from roughly 503 cubic meters of water, including all depths between 0 and about 140 
meters. 

The samples were received et SIC) about one week after collection and were then 
further proserved with formalin; most of the organisms were in good condition. Biologicti 
identifi,cation of the organisms was made at SIO. 

Objectives of the Laboratory Studies. How fission products are distributed in the 
oca&%fter a fallout is of importance~tbose planning weapons tests and disposal of 
atomic wastes at sea. The distribution within the marine biosphere is of epticial impor- 
tance, because (1) certain marine zooplankton are known to migrate vsrticai!~ and there- 
fore could be significant vectors of fallout activity through the stable layers where water 
transport is much reduced; .(2) the activity in organisms is in a critical material, potential 
foodstuffs. Among other things, it was decided to inveotigatc ‘AC possibility that an 
orga&sm’s activity was influenced by its feeding habits. 

General Character of Biological Samples. Nets of the type uaed, pass most of the 
phyt;plankton and very smallest zooplankters. Most of what 13 caught is of vieible size. 
Many oi the small animals display their ability for movement by darting about the cozec- 
tion jar. Certain large transparent pasoivc gellatenous animals can be seen ‘to coniain 
smaller organisms, alive or dead. Since it is known that zooplankton clepend ultimately 
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upon the minute primary plauts of the 8ea, ?t is certain that any catch of zooplank~n must 
iuclude also whatever phytcpiankton exist as undigested fodder. 

C!assiflcation of Orgsnleme. 
ZO@F-- 

Martce zoologists are able to recognize amongat the 
XI several characteristic modes of acquiring food, and it was found possible to 

sep.arato the Castle catch into three sorts. The resulting splits admittedly were amall, 
but this was al! that the catch afforded. 

The classtfications generally used by biologists arc as follow: 
(S) Setal; feeding with the aid of protruding bristles (set=), 
(H) Rapacious; seizing food agressively, and 
(T) Tentacular; gathering food by means of tentaoies. 

Characteristics of the Sea Water Masses Xnvo!ved. Although the two samples were 
collected many miles apart, there is oceanographic evidence that the samples came from 
similar water masses in the sen6e that no differences in the type of zoopiankton might be 
expectid. Bowever, it has been estimated that fallout arrived at Station 8 when this water 
was about 180 miles from the shot center, whereas the fallout arrived at Station 8 when 
this water lay about 80 miles from ground zero. Thus the fallout particles at Station 6 
likely were finer than those at Station 8. Bot5 wints lay more or !ess along +he axis of 
the computed fallout pattern, Reference 1. 

The gamma intensity measured by a Geiger detector (submerged but near the surface) 
at Station Y - 8 was rougtiy 110 times as high as the intensity similarly measured at 
Station Y -1 6. These and other measurements indicate that the Sample Y - 8 came from 
water about 10 times more active than the Sample Y - 6. 

There is oceanographic evidence that substantially only Shot 5 contributed to the con- 
tamination of the waters from which each sample was taken. 

RESULTS 

Gross Beta Activitv Measurements. ----I_--_.-- Gross beta activities of each type of feed?.: are 
compare; iu Table 1. An e?.d-v%ndow Geiger-hlriler counter having a window thickruss 
of 1.4 mg./cm2 W,IS used. The organisms vary widely in size and in weight so that activity 
has been expressed in Table 1 in terms of wet weight as well as in terms of dry weight 
of orgulism. 

Beta Absorption Analyses. Figure Z compares the activities from three feeding types 
in terms of attenuation cau&z by aluminum filters interposed in front of the counter. A 
setal feeder and a rapacious feeder were studied as well aa samples of fish 1arva.e whose 
feeding habit was not classified. The types are identified in Table 1. 

Beta Decay Characteristics. Figure 2 compares the decay of beta activities fn four 
kinds of plankton; the curveswere not normalized in percent of initial activity because 
their slopes are very sirnil= and their superimposition would cause a confusing gra&.ica.l 
picture. 

Gamma Spectra. The gamma spectra of tiree selected plankton were obtained In the 
70-channei gamma pulse analyser of RRDL and two GZ? shown in Figure 3 along with the 
instrumental background spectrum. It v&l be noted in “i&ii; 1 that both organisms are 
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Akarber Thickresr,, mg/cmg of Aluminum 

F’igure 1 Beta-absorption curve. 

of the setal feeding type. The third MoXogical samp!e consisting of ra-1aciour3 copqxd3 

produced a epecirum indisticguisbable from backgrciund. 

Radiochemical Analyses. Table 2 lists the result8 of the radiochemical anal:wes 
carried out at N3DL (Reference Zj, a?d displays certain indi\<dual activities in ter-mB of 
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Figure 2 Beta decay curves. 

certkn activity totals. Th9 iabulation also is the result of the fnitiai interest in the 
matte: of how the various nuclides are distributed in txa water containing plankton. 

The total weights and volumes of the portioa of the haul analyzed here was not 
reported but they were contained in specimen bottles holding about 200 ml water v.ith 
plan!&x that, it is believed, would have a Udrained volume” of about 1 to 2 ml. There- 

fore in Tab!e 2 the foti activity FC; ~n.l volume is of the order of i,OOO times higher tn 
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Photon Energy in mev 

Figure 3 Gamma energy spectra 

the solid fraction (drtined zooplankton) than in *the filtrate. More detaila are given in 
Table 2 which lists the ratio of the specific activity of each fraction of the organic ma+~rinl 
to that of the suparnatent liquor. 

The analyses of sea water sam$es taken in t&s area are still conn!dered clase!fied 
data and c;L’lr?ot be discussed here in s:xh a waj’ as to give n’ore information comernicg 
the concPnt.?ating ability of pla&ton TV) Mlout materials. Furthermore, the analysis of 
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the ssmplee of water taken in this are8 was reported In tsrms of ganuas. activity 7.ubh.g 

valid compari8ons with Table 2 diff!cult. 
Tab10 2 compares the composition8 of the radio--Y U-C vi*1 retained by two 8pwIee Q! 

marine organisms that were selecied from the solid k?otion mentionad in Table 2. Even 
from the meager data shown here, it can be 8een that there are significant variations in 
the amounts and kinds of activity retained. 

State and Size of Fission Particles in Sea Water. Table 3 is taken from earlier 
laboratory experiments at NRDL by Greendale 8nd Ballou (Reference 3) where flsslon 
products were vaporized in sea water. The four nuclides listed display some tendency tu 
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segregate between three states of dispersal; however, it must not be ir&rrad from thase 
laboratory data alone that in the case of fallout into the sea and !n the yresenx of living 
organisms these elements would be permanently partZoned in the rnaxtxer taklated. 
AMoreover, a living organism might possess an affinity for activity in q.ite a ditfereni 
kind and degree than would the same organism dead. 

Tabblc 3 does not indicate the ph;slca\ state of barium, but from it8 chemica! and 
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rd ,.@icai properties one would exxxxt it to behave much like strontium and some indication 
of this is shown in Table 2. 

It ia ka0w-n that the size of fallout particles are related to the distance from tie 
explosion at which the frrliout occurs; and that the mean particle aiee in general decreasas 
as d.ietazVx tncreaees. It !s most likely therhfoore t.h& the partioles arriv@ at Statioz .Y - a 

(80 miles from ground zero) were larger t.ha.n those ac-riving at Station Y - 6 (160 miles 
Q from ground zero at the time of asrlval). However, no direct measurements were made, 

; and numerical estimates of particle size require extensive qualification beyond the scope 
and classification of this paper. 

DISCUSSION 

In Table 1 it will be noted that each of the classes as well as each type of organism 
in Sample Y - 6 shows the remarkably similar specific activity when referred to dxy 

TABLE 2 ANALYSL5 AND COMPARLCONS 

, : 
Fraouon Gross Acuvity Rare Earthe B.3’” se* Zr“ Nb” Ru’@.~ Undetermfnsd 

Radiochemical Aerlysie of Separated Fractions of S&nples Y - 8. c/min of Beta ..ctlvlty 

Percent of Total Activity Conlrlbutcd by Separated Fraction8 of Sample Y - 8 

Water 20 .Y 0.88 0.44 0.40 0.22 0.21 6.43 

S&d Friction 79.5 24.l 0.16 0.02 17.2 7.20 le.4 

&.DZ 

12.42 

Apparent d~eclflc Concentrnlion Factors of Orpanic LIatertal Over Sup%-nateat Water. 
fclmrnigm)~(cimin/gm) 

760 5.500 70 10 15,000 6,900 4iO 

Comparison of Ihc Compzsltions of the Activity Relained In Two 3elected Orpaniams from 
Sample I - 8. (Activity given relative to total for sacb nrganlsm, to 
percent, 

Co~:x& tmwdt - 

sagwa wobUSta - -_---_ 

* F:ltercd through s:ntert?d glaar. 

23.8 

40.8 

0.26 0.17 15.7 

1.2 0.60 - 51.4 
-__I 

weight (Column 10); whereas no compars.ble consistancy appears in the activities of the 
componenta of Sample Y - 8. This inconsistancy possibly is related to the differerxa in 
size of the fallout particle8 at the two ranges. 

Because of the kxrgs variation in size, hnd ij?esumah!y “Acrefore tic30 in food COQ- 

sumption, it is unconvincing to comgaxe activiviries of indi:iAals of qtite dicferent sizes. 
Amongst the possibic! reference Faramcters in the data, dry weight would appear to oc’er 
the best reference for such comparisons as are Seine: rr.a/le here. However it Is poaaitk 
that or_ga@sma may si:are activities in the preserving bottle, a.Qd if this wo;e trx. dried 
spcu~roens having properties quite &fferent iii Life might appear the same in the dry weight 
basis. This type of sharing i3, 01 course, )io lens lntcrest.ing but obscures the vlt3J 
effects. There appears no wty to avoid this difficulty entire@ unless biological clussiii- 
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cations were carried out fmm&akly . Experience shows that Tunis is tmpractical on 
board ship. St ia difficdt, however, to visualize the sharing process restricied to 0~8 
sample and not the other, and, in addition, extremely difficult to conceive of a mechanfsm 
that controls the sharing on a dry weight basis, rather t&n on wet w$ght, t&al surface 
or some other parameter. The rerxarkably consWant results of acti\%ty on a dry weight 
basis, of me sampls, leads one to suspect that the uptake a& retention of radtonuclides 

from fine fallout is Cirectly related to the anhydrous weight of the organism throughout a 
wide range of water content. 

CerWn of the Y - 8 zooplankton types are roughly 5 times aa attic, spec!ZcaL!y, I~R 
are similar organisms in the Y - 6 cati:h. Increase of this sort could have been expected 
since the Y - 8 water mass was fok#.xi by field samma measurements to have been (Hcfer- 

TARLE 9 THE PRYSK’AL .qATE OF FlSSIOti PRODUCT ELEMENTS 
IN SEA WATER FOLLOWING AN UNDERWATER 
VAPOR!ZATION (From Reference 2) 

Element 
- 

Ionic 
Physical State -- 

Colloidal PartiCUllte 

F=t pet pot 
Sr 6s 5 10 
Zr 1 3 96 
Nb 0 0 190 
Ru 0 5 95 

ence I) roughly ten times more radioactive than the V - 6 and also because the Y - 8 
organisms were exposed roughly twice as long to the contaminated -water 2s those of the 
Y - 6 samples. However, there is no exact proportion exhibiti’. between resulting activity, 
and time LxZtiplied by tqosr:ro activity; this too may i;e entire!y the result of the presence 
of large particles in the Y - 8 water as discussed above. 

Table 2 illustrates again that radio nuclities of zircorLum and niobium are likely to 
be concentrated upon soiid suopecded particles especially on living or,gaAc ma?&rials. 
The s une ti;ing is seen on l?ad where these particles collect on tree leaves and on carpet 
dust. No analyses were made during this early study of the sea water in these neighhor- 
hoods that xvoluld lead to an absolcte estimate of the radiostrontium in the sea itself. Oniy 
gamma analyses were made of the water samples taken in this vicinity. Therefore it is 
not possible to estimate what tiinity the organisms have toward strontium in comparison 
with any other radionuclides. 

Figure 3 illustrates that two different setal feeders, namely the herbivorous copepod 
and the euphausiid Stylochefron, exhibit 11. different affiniQ for gamma emitters. The 
former show a strong spectral peak of energy between 0.49 &Ie-? and 0.54 Mev, while the 
latter shows a broad peak between 0.65 Mev and 0.85 Mev. The sample of rapaoious 
copcpods showed no significant peak above background. Thus there is no apparent rela- 
tionship betxeen feeding method and activity whttreas tiera is .an indication thai two species 
within the setal fzedfng class behave quite differently regarding the kir.d of activity retained 
in a preserved sample. 

From Figure 1 it can be seen that the beta energies of a setnl, rapacious XXI an 
unclassified type. are simil.ar wl?ereas the ratio!~ c.f the bera to ga~nma energies are some- 
what different. Ths latter is the oniy strong correlation between feeding type and affirxty 
to active material. 

The curves of be&a decay between 10 ad 60 days shown fa Figure 2 can scarcely be 
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/’ , distinguished. The moan coefficients all lie betxeen 1.6 and 1.9 and Imclaaeffied biological 

types vary more than do classified types. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Open-sea marice plan%012 can concentrate fallout activity stroqly and t!!erofore 
should ‘be included in fallout trasporl ccnsideratfons and in plans for dkposal of atoimic 
waste. This concentration ie espectaily significant because it appears fn an orgtic food. 

There is evidence from both beta and gamma analyses that certain plankton types 
have affinities for specific isotopes. 

The radiosnalyscs of the first two samples of contaminated oceanic zooplankton has 
not demonstrated that there exists a simple relationship between the affin.iQ of a clsss 

of plankton toward radioactivity, and the size of food it apparently prefera to eat. There 
is more variability within the classes than between these olassea. 

Oceanic zooplank~~n appear to be very effective concentrators of materials that are 
likely to be available in R particulate form, but they may coocentrnte certain other 
materials also. such as radiostrontium which is more likely to be in ionic form. 

There is some evidence that the retention of finely dispersed activity varies more 
or less proportionally with the organism’s dry weight over a constderable range in body 
size, surface area, and water content. 
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